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These readings reverberate with the themes and
images of these high and holy days - themes of
teshuvah/repentance, returning and repair;

images of Dismantling and Building Anew - our
Rosh Hashana theme; inspiration to accompany
various prayers; and our Yom Kippur theme -

Bringing into the Light. May these words offer
solace and comfort to ease pain, challenge and

discomfort to awaken us out of complacency, and
fresh pathways to link our hearts and lives to

Jewish prayer and this process of transformation.
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"I ask not for a lighter burden, but for broader shoulders."

- Jewish Proverb
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Eating a String Bean
by Thic That Hanh

Happiness

by Thic That Hanh
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Rhythm and Grace
By Alden Solovy
Let the music of your life guide you,
And the rising sun warm you,
Bringing hope and laughter to your moments
and breaths.
Let the power of your stance guard you,
As the horizon blackens and the storm
approaches
Holding you firm and ready against the rising
winds.
Let the wisdom of your heart ground you
When fear and doubt assail your footsteps
So that you listen to the voice of love and truth.
Let the rhythm of your life grace you,
So that the spinning earth
Will carry you on a journey of joyous adventure.
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Chesed - Lovingkindness
By Rabbi Yoel Glick (from Daat Elyon)
When we help a person who is in need it is an act of lovingkindness. When we
recognize the Divine essence in that person, it is an act of tikkun olim, of
repairing the world. Our physical action reveals one more spark of God on this
material plane of existence, thereby transforming our world.
Rebbe Nachman of Breslov teaches that our acts of loving-kindness power the
universe. All of the blessings in the world flow out from this spiritual
source. Tzedakah (charity) and chesed (lovingkindness), he proclaims, are the
basis of our humanity — the very definition of a human being.
His disciple, Rebbe Natan of Nemirov, tells us that because humans have free
will, we have been given the special task of channeling God’s grace into this
physical reality. Each time we choose to be compassionate to others, each time
we choose to be generous, we build a bridge of lovingkindness that links the
higher with the lower worlds.
Our lovingkindness, however, is often tainted by pride and ego and by judgment
and criticism. Our ego says, “I am helping this poor fellow, what a good person I
am.” Our judgmental side declares, “How could he have fallen so low?”
Swami Chidananda shows us a path to overcoming our judgment and pride.
When we do an act of kindness, he says, we should not take the credit unto
ourselves but rather offer it up to God. If we work in this way, there will be no
negative effects upon us. We will become a clear instrument through which
God’s perfect compassion can flow into the world.
Another obstacle that we face in our attempts to perform acts of
lovingkindness is the limited vision that we have. We intend to do good, but that
is not always the result of our actions. All of us have had the experience where
we set out to help someone, but find instead that we have only caused them
more pain and suffering in the end.
This truth was brought home on a global level during the Western nations’ early
attempts to provide foreign aid. There were many cases where well-meaning
projects accidentally caused terrible harm to both the indigenous people and
also their environment. Slowly, we have begun to understand that helping others
is not such a simple affair.
The Zohar describes two Great Beings who overshadow the world: Arich Anpin,
the Greater Countenance, and Zeir Anpin, the Lesser Countenance. Arich
Anpin dwells on the plane of keter (the sefirah or chakra of the crown) and is
total compassion. There is no trace of judgment in His consciousness. His
emanation is just an unmitigated outpouring of Divine Grace. Zeir Anpin,
however, dwells on the plane of tiferet (the sefirah or chakra of glory).
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His consciousness is closer to that of this physical plane of existence.
Therefore, there is a mixture of both judgment and compassion in His
interactions with humanity.
The Divine Grace of Arich Anpin is portrayed in the Zohar as thirteen
wellsprings of compassion pouring forth from the beard of the Greater
Countenance. The Baal Shem Tov teaches that each of these 13 pathways
represents another aspect of God’s compassion: He is infinitely patient, He
does not hold on to His anger, He always seeks to be merciful, He overlooks our
shortcomings and see only our good deeds, He wipes away our past
transgressions and even turns them into act of merit. If we want to become truly
compassionate, the Baal Shem tells us, we need to emulate all of these
different aspects of compassion in our dealing with others. If we learn to act in
this manner, then our own compassion and lovingkindness will gradually become
complete.
If we truly believe that God is in everyone, it will transform
the way in which we see others. It will change the way in which we interact with
every person that we meet. It will shift the manner in which we approach every
situation. By constantly practicing the spiritual discipline of serving the spark of
God in others, all of life will become infused with the Divine presence for us.
Swami Ashokananda, a minister of the Ramakrishna order who lived in San
Franscisco from 1931 until his death in 1969, once described his own personal
experience of this truth to his western devotes.
In his youth, Swami Ashokananda recounted, he had become involved in doing
service work with a community of tanners, among the poorest people in India
living on the lowest rung of society. On one occasion, the children of the
community developed an infectious disease and became covered in
terrible boils. No one wanted to go near them. Without the slightest hesitation,
Swami Ashokananda stepped in and took the children down to the local river.
There, he scrubbed their bodies with a piece of bamboo to break the boils and
cleansed them with a local disinfectant. “Doing this”, Swami Ashokananda told
his devotees, “I felt literally as though I was rubbing the body of God. When I
finished, it was as though I had come out of a deep meditation. The sense of
the presence of God was vivid.”
When we serve the Divinity in another person, we are doing more
than just giving him a helping hand. Our recognition of the Divine spark within
this individual empowers him to feel his own Divinity — to be aware of his
Divine nature and believe in it. This awareness is perhaps even more important
than any specific physical kindness that we do for him. It is this awareness that
will empower him to change his life and which will give him the strength and
faith that he needs to face the difficulties ahead.
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Everything begins with song
By Lee Maracle
The sweet mountain breath of wind whispering through cedar—earth’s
symphony.
Wind taps out tunes to the valley floors, even the howling storm winds
sing agonizingly beautiful songs, arias of painful transformation we
come to love.
Songs hooked to the language of wind lessens this burden of being,
couples itself to the promise of language;
voice elevates being, renders life manageable;

There is power in the breath we pass over vibrating vocal chords.
The words carry a charge.
The spark invites response.

The hum of song points receivers in the direction of the good life.
The breath of others takes their own journey through the body,
passes breath through some imagined future.

"The Jews' greatest contribution to history is dissatisfaction!
We're a nation born to be discontented. Whatever exists we
believe can be changed for the better."

- Shimon Peres
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The Story
By Sara Steinfeld
There’s a story you tell to the world
You know the one
Where you look so good
&amp; got it all together
while everyone’s watching.
It’s called ‘pretenses’
Because you know, oh you know
you’re just pretending.
Then there’s the story you tell
In the dark places of your mind
The things you hate about yourself
All the hurtful self-talk from the past
all the things you never did cuz you
were scared
lazy
too much of a perfectionist
procrastinate too often
can never get it right
It’s that loop that plays on and on
In your head.
But there’s another story
That G-d tells about you
It’s that quiet whisper you sometimes hear
Softly, in a loving voice deep within.
The story of all you’ve overcome
And all that you will become - The thing about becoming
Is that it takes time in coming,
And lots of
Hard work and hard times...
Even now, even here
in the darkness
You are growing
And becoming
You -
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G-d whispers to your heart
The story of the eternal goodness
Which He poured into you,
The beauty in your soul
The greatness you’ll achieve
The quiet strength.
It’s the story of the light
You’ll piece together, choice by choice
The sparks of connection
You build with your voice
And your actions
One by one
Today, every day.
There are billions of stories
Being lived on this earth
But only one story like yours
And only you can live it
Only you
Right now.
One day, one day
You’ll get to look back &amp; see
That all this time
As you were struggling
Falling, thinking you were failing,
Truthfully - you were shining
And the world couldn’t have lived without you
Because we needed you here
with all your messy imperfections,
To become you.

"When we treat others kindly, fairly, lovingly,
we are truly living Torah"
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Praise the Rain
By Jo Harjo
Praise the rain, the seagull dive
The curl of plant, the raven talk—
Praise the hurt, the house slack
The stand of trees, the dignity—
Praise the dark, the moon cradle
The sky fall, the bear sleep—
Praise the mist, the warrior name
The earth eclipse, the fired leap—
Praise the backwards, upward sky
The baby cry, the spirit food—
Praise canoe, the fish rush
The hole for frog, the upside-down—
Praise the day, the cloud cup
The mind flat, forget it all—
Praise
Praise
Praise
Praise
Praise
Praise

crazy. Praise sad.
the path on which we're led.
the roads on earth and water.
the eater and the eaten.
beginnings; praise the end.
the song and praise the singer.

Praise the rain; it brings more rain.
Praise the rain; it brings more rain.
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Quiet
By Alden Solovy
In the quiet,
My breath is the wind,
My heartbeat is thunder.
In the quiet,
My spirit settles,
And my soul rests.

"Pray as if everything
depended on God.
Act as if everything
depended on you."

In the quiet,
All that I am,
Meets everyone I might be.
G-d,
Grant me moments of gentleness,
Moments of gratitude,
Moments of calm,
Moments of peace,
So that I might hear the echoes of eternity,
And the stillness within.
So that I might live a life
Of joy and laughter,
Wisdom and dignity,
Love and honor,
In service to myself,
You are a Flower
In service to others,
by Thic That Hanh
In service to Your holy name.
Blessed are the gentle
Moments of grace
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Sing Praises
By Alden Solovy
Quiet now. Breathe. Breathe and listen.
Listen to the prayers in the wind.
Listen to the joy on the breeze.
Listen to the hope in the heavens.
For love and life are yours. Holiness and passion remain.
Wonder and awe Shimmer from sunset to sunset.
This is the moment where love meets joy,
Where hope meets surrender.
What is that music? What is that radiance? What is that yearning?
Quiet now. Breathe. Breathe and listen.
Listen to your own voice. Listen to your own prayers.
This is your power and your peace.
This is your pulse and your heartbeat.
This is your life.
Sing praises, Sing praises.
When Justice Burns
from Mishkan T'filah

“If you cannot be grateful for what you have received,
then be thankful for what you have been spared.”
- Yiddish Proverb
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By Laura Horn Unger

The Season of Healing
By Alden Solovy
This is the season of healing:
Of healing our hearts and minds,
Of healing the moments we share with each other
And the moments we share with ourselves.
This is the season of memory:
Of remembering our parents and grandparents,
The love of generations,
The holiness of our ancestors.
This is the season of stillness,
The season of silence and quiet:
Of deep breaths,
Of open eyes,
Of compassion and consolation.
This is the season of healing:
The season of grief turning to wonder,
Of loss turning toward hope,
The season that binds this year to the next,
The season that frees this year from the next,
The season that heralds the redemption of spirit
And our return to God’s Holy Word.
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By Ellen Y. Rosenberg

Soul Shine
By Alden Solovy
Let your soul shine
In your chest.
Let your heart sparkle
In your eyes.
Let joy
Fill your limbs with radiance.
Let love
Fill your hands with splendor.
You are the instrument
Of G-d’s music,
The tool
Of repairing the earth.
You are the voice
Of wonder and awe,
The song
Of hope and tomorrow.
This gift,
This majesty within,
Is not yours to keep.
It is not yours to hold.
It is not yours to hide.
Let your soul shine
Luminous, elegant,
Brave and true,
A beacon of praise,
A lantern of song,
A summons for holiness
To enter our lives
And this world.
Let your soul shine.
Set it free.
Set it free to fill the space
Between the here
And the unknown
With abundance
And with blessings.
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A "Commentary" on Leviticus 19 by Rabbi Lisa A. Edwards
(Known in Judaism as "The Holiness Code")
On Holiness
We are your gay, lesbian, bisexual, transgender children:
You must not seek vengeance, nor bear a grudge against the children of
your people. (Leviticus 19:18)
We are your bi, trans, lesbian, and gay parents:
Revere your mother and father, each one of you. (Leviticus 19:3)
We are elderly lesbians, bisexuals, gay men, and transgender people:
You shall rise before the aged and show deference to the old. (Leviticus
19:32)
We are the stranger:
You must not oppress the stranger.
You shall love the stranger as yourself, for you were strangers in the land
of Egypt. (Leviticus 19:34)
We are lesbian, gay, trans, and bi Jews:
You must not go about slandering your kin. (Leviticus 19:16)
We are your trans, gay, bi, and lesbian siblings:
You shall not hate your brother or sister in your heart. (Leviticus 19:17)
We are lesbian, gay, trans, and bi victims of gay-bashing and murder:
You may not stand idly when your neighbor’s blood is being shed. (Leviticus
19:16)
We are your bi, gay, trans, and lesbian neighbors:
You must not oppress your neighbor. (Leviticus 19:13)
You must judge your neighbor justly. (Leviticus 19:15)
You shall love your neighbor as you love yourself. (Leviticus 19:18)
Leviticus chapter 19 is known in Judaism as the “Holiness Code” because of
its many commandments regarding human relationships and dietary laws.
The Biblical text sets forth many distinctions, which the sages of ancient
times interpreted as separating natural from unnatural, or “abominations” in
the common English translations. This chapter has posed difficult
theological problems for queer Jews because of its apparent
prohibition against (male) homosexuality.
This text is one of the thirty-six occasions in which the Torah reminds us
that we were once “strangers” in Egypt. The Hebrew word for stranger, ger,
has frequently also been interpreted as “convert,” hence also telling us not
to oppress those who convert to Judaism.
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For Coming Out
I praise You, Source of Life, who said Lech l’cha to our ancestors Abraham
and Sarah: “Go forth. Go to yourself. Go find yourself.” And they left their
home, the only world they knew, to begin again in a new land, in a new way.
God of creation, who renews Your work each day, be with me now as I step
out into the world in my own new way.
God of revelation, be with me as I affirm that I will move proudly through
life as the strong, loving, wise, beautiful person You made me to be.
God of redemption, in coming out today in community, I fulfill the command
You gave to our ancestors. “Lech l’cha. Go forth. Go to yourself. Go find
yourself.” And so I have, for life and health, for joy and blessing.
And together in celebration, let us all say, Amen.

For Queer Elders
Blessed are the elders who parted the seas of ignorance and prejudice
Sacrificed sanity and security on the rock of steadfastness
Conquered demons of hatred and false idols of bigotry
Followed their hearts to a promised land beyond a dim horizon.
Blessed are the elders with namesakes or without
Whose energy and courage created a legacy of hope
Making space for the children of today
And sweet justice for children yet unborn.
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Teshuvah:
Turning
&
Returning
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ANOTHER YEAR:
AN
INTROSPECTION
by Alden Solovy

An o t h e r y e a r s l i p s a w a y ,
As d o t h e y a l l ,
Da y b y d a y ,
Ho u r b y h o u r,
Mo m e n t b y m o m e n t .
Ma n y u s e d w i s e l y ,
Ma n y w a s t e d .
An o t h e r y e a r o p e n s ,
As d o t h e y a l l ,
With anticipation,
W i t h w o n d e r a n d a m a ze m e n t ,
With excitement.
With consolation.
W a s l a s t y e a r s o d i f f e re n t f ro m t h e o n e b e f o re ?
W h a t w i l l t h e Ne w Ye a r b ri n g ?
W h a t w i l l I b ri n g t o t h e Ne w Ye a r?
This I pledge to myself:
L o v e i s m y a n s w e r t o g ri e f ,
Ho p e i s m y a n s w e r t o l o s s ,
St re n g t h i s m y a n s w e r t o f e a r,
Ho n o r i s m y a n s w e r t o s l a n d e r,
Ac t i o n i s m y a n s w e r t o i n j u s t i c e .
This I pledge to you
My s i s t e rs a n d b ro t h e rs :
T o s e e y o u a s y o u a re ,
T o re s p e c t y o u r j o u rn e y ,
T o h e a r y o u r t ru t h ,
To stand with you in dignity,
T o w a l k w i t h y o u a s a c o m p a n i o n a n d f ri e n d .
T h i s I p l e d g e t o Yo u
G - d o f m y a n c e s t o rs :
T o s e e k Yo u r w i s d o m ,
T o f o l l o w Yo u r c o m m a n d ,
T o o b e y Yo u r L a w ,
T o o b s e rv e Yo u r Sa b b a t h ,
T o re j o i c e i n Yo u r w o rk s ,
T o d o Yo u r w i l l .
G-d of time and space,
An o t h e r y e a r s l i p s a w a y ,
As d o t h e y a l l .
An o t h e r y e a r o p e n s b e f o re m e ,
As t h e y a l l d o :
W i t h o n e h u n d re d c h o i c e s ,
One thousand possibilities
An d o n e s a c re d d u t y .
L i f e . T h i s l i f e . My l i f e .
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Giving Birth
by Marcia Falk

-Langston Hughes
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Opening the Heart
by Marcia Falk

Le Recours aux forets
by Deborah Sheppard
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By Marcia Falk
Ut'shuvah
Returning to the inner artistry
that gives each life its form,
seeking to become
one’s truest self
Ut'filah
Being alive to the unending flow
within and around us,
holding dear
the transient beauty
Utz'dakah
Knowing that we are, all of us,
flesh and blood
and our fates are intertwined –
sweet with bitter, bitter with salt –
and that the fruit of kindness
is kindness,
and good deeds
are its fulfillment
Ma'avirin et-ro'a hag'zerah
We become present
to the fullness of our lives
and untether ourselves from the fear
of what lies ahead
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Blessed Are Thou Lord Who Multitasks
from Be’chol Lashon
By Rabbi Juan Mejía | August 25, 2015

Rosh Hashanah is a magical time. Or at least, we seem to
think so. According to the Mishnah on this date “all of
creation passes in front of God like sheep in a flock.” Our
High Holidays liturgy takes this idea of “the Day of
Judgement” and runs deep with it. In the Ashkenazi holiday
prayer book, the Unetaneh Tokef painstakingly details the
different ways in which God decides on this day how we
might die (or live) next year: “Who by fire, and who by water,
who by the word and who by famine.” The theological
underpinning of this belief is that Rosh Hashanah is a heady
textured time in which God is busy with deciding the fate of
all creatures for the next year, and that our behavior in this
time might swing God’s judgment in our favor: “but prayer,
charity and repentance annul the severity of the decree.”
In Kabbalistic parlance, times like these are called ‘itei
ratzon (favorable times). They are, so to speak, God’s office
hours in which God is open and willing to requests. This can
be an inspiring idea and it may be partly responsible for why
our pews are warmer in September than they are in June.
However, this theology has a downside. If there are times
when God is more open, then there are times when God does
not want to be bothered with our petitions, however sincere
they are. No one wants to get that call from the office at 3 am
or while on the beach at the Bahamas, not even the Master of
All. This is the downside of believing in magical time: We
might wait and sit around for the God weather to improve
and, by then, it might be too late. This seems to swim against
other voices in our tradition that press for the urgency of
change whenever it presents itself. If not now, when? Why
should I wait to get to pour my heart to an infinite and ever
compassionate God? If God can create the Heavens and
Earth, cannot God also multitask?
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A solution to this conundrum was offered by Maimonides in
his Laws of Repentance 2.6, in which he says that Rosh
Hashanah is an auspicious time of repentance only for
individuals, but a tzibbur — a collective — always has God’s
ear, regardless of the time. Indeed, part of the power of the
High Holidays might be the fact that it is then, and for some
communities only then, that we represent the widest and
most diverse collective of the Jewish people. Only in these
days do we have a substantial portion of our communities
coinciding in place and intention. On these days, we are
more of a cohesive collective than in any other time.
But this brick-and-mortar, Jew-in-the-pew definition of
collective is evolving. As a rabbi active primordially on the
Web, I am amazed at the power of our new technologies to
create communities. Facebook friends come together to find
a marrow donor for someone they have never met. Jews and
allies band arm in arm (or keyboard in keyboard) to stand
for just causes, Jewish and otherwise. Jews in Brooklyn are
finding Jews in India, Uganda and Hong Kong and forming
bonds of friendship. Jews are turning to the Internet rather
than to the local Yenta for their matchmaking needs.
I am an Internet rabbi. Every night, people from over 20
countries come into my virtual living room to recite the
traditional Sephardic selichot, the prayers in preparation
for the High Holy Day season, together as a tzibbur, a
community. These gatherings are not bound by space, or
even time. They connect Jews from the four corners of the
earth. They do not replace face-to-face congregations or
real-time encounters but supplement and enrich them. Our
God, who so delights in community and togetherness, must
be having a field day watching over the Internet.
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In ancient days, our ancestors shuddered to petition God
out of the appointed times. Like the book of Esther, the
King could only be approached when He was ready. But in
our world, which neither slumbers nor sleeps, God has to
be assumed to be ever ready, ever involved and ever
present. In ancient days, people had to walk and make an
effort to become a community. Today the challenge is that
our instantaneous communities are holy ones. Thus we do
not have to wait for Rosh Hashanah to seek forgiveness,
improvement and inspiration. Let us make every moment an
‘et razon, a time of favor, and let us start with our
expanded communities online. Let us sound the shofar
throughout the web, calling the world to forgiveness and
unity, let us exercise compassion in our virtual
transactions. The God of Israel, who truly is everywhere,
will certainly aid us in this holy endeavor and be glad we
came, for many for the first time in their lives, early to
Rosh Hashanah.
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Dismantling
&
Building Anew:
Rosh Hashanah
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“...[M]ost of us have figured out that we have to do what's
in front of us and keep doing it. We clean up beaches after
oil spills. We rebuild whole towns after hurricanes and
tornadoes. We return calls and library books. We get people
water. Some of us even pray. Every time we choose the good
action or response, the decent, the valuable, it builds,
incrementally, to renewal, resurrection, the place of
newness, freedom, justice. The equation is: life, death,
resurrection, hope. The horror is real, and so you make
casseroles for your neighbor, organize an overseas clothing
drive, and do your laundry. You can also offer to do other
people's laundry if they have recently had any random
babies or surgeries. We live stitch by stitch, when we're
lucky. If you fixate on the big picture, the whole shebang,
the overview, you miss the stitching. And maybe the
stitching is crude, or it is unraveling, but if it were precise,
we'd pretend that life was just fine and running like a Swiss
watch. That's not helpful if on the inside our understanding
is that life is more often a cuckoo clock with rusty gears.”

- Anne Lamott,
Stitches: A Handbook on Meaning, Hope, and Repair

If I had not fallen,
I could not have picked myself up,
If I did not sit in darkness,
I would not have seen the light
(Orchot Tzadikim, Shaar Hateshuvah, Shaar 26)
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By: Kenneth L. Patton
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Ge'ulah

''We don't inherit the earth from
our ancestors; we borrow it from
our children."
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Give Us Strength

By Angela Graboys and Laura Rappaport
God give us strength
To transcend setbacks and pain
To put our difficulties into perspective
God give us strength
To fight against all forms of injustice
Whether they be subtle or easily apparent
God give us strength
To take the path less traveled
And more disturbing
God give us strength
To persevere
To reach out to those in need
May we abandon none of your creations.
May we never become callous or apathetic because
Of our own disappointments
May our personal pain never be used as
An excuse to stop heeding your call
God give us strength
To continually strive to do more
Let us always strive to give, even if we
Ourselves, feel alone or impoverished
For we must always strive to reach beyond ourselves

If Even with all our technology and the inventions that make
modern life so much easier than it once was, it takes just one big
natural disaster to wipe all that away and remind us that, here on
Earth, we're till at the mercy of nature.

- Neil deGrasse Tyson
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take the moon
nd take a star
when you don’t
know who you are
paint the picture in your hand
nd roll on home
take my fear
nd take the hunger
take my body
when i’m younger
paint the picture in your hand
nd roll on home
take my ghost
nd make the claim
stake it out
to feel the pain
paint the picture in your hand
nd roll on home

howlin at the moon
By Wayne Keon

take the moon
nd make it talk
take your soul out
make it walk
paint the picture in your hand
nd roll on home
take my anguish
take the air
make it into
my despair
paint the picture in your hand
nd roll on home
take my anger
nd the greed
make it into
what you need
paint the picture in your hand
nd roll on home
take my pride
nd all my joy
take my woman
nd take my boy
paint the picture in your hand
nd roll on home
paint the picture once again
i’m rollin home
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Learning to Unlearn
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Sh'ma Interpretive Translation
By Rabbi Elliot Kukla
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world shapers

from W'daub Awae = Speaking True
By Joanne Arnott
creation stories are lullabies for grown-ups
they remind us of all the possible ways & means
that worlds can be born
& humans come to be
tricksters & goddesses
fire & water
the one god, or all of the gods
working as a team
worldmakers
worldshakers
worldbreakers
there is no end to the doing & the undoing
of our creators
they have imagined us over & over & over
recreating us & recreating our world on a whim
there is no end to us, humans, either
we keep re-inventing the cosmos & fighting
one anothers’ visions
with killing hands
we have our feast times
& our fast times
our celebrations & our long days & nights
of lament
& yet we are not powerless, we adults, we humans
we reinvent, we shape and reshape the world,
every single day.
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Truth
&
Compassion
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- Rabbi Elliot Kukla
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Prospective Immigrants Please Note
By: Adrienne Rich
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For An Open Heart
By Alden Solovy

G-d, give me an open heart,
A generous heart,
A humble heart.
Give me a heart so free,
So fearless,
That I offer love without requirement,T
o love as You love,
Holding my beloved precious,
Loving her/him in this moment exactly as she/he is,
Praying that she/he follows her/his true path
Regardless of where it takes her/him.
Give me a heart gentle and willing to love her/him
As she/he would beloved, with honor and respect,
Kindness and humor,
Joy and friendship.
Give me a love so pure and vast,
So simple and strong,
That it cherishes the love and the loving,
Asking nothing in return.

I Lost My Talk

By Rita Joe from Song of Eskasoni
I lost my talk
The talk you took away.
When I was a little girl
At Shubenacadie school.

You snatched it away:
I speak like you
I think like you
I create like you
The scrambled ballad, about my word.
Two ways I talk
Both ways I say,
Your way is more powerful.
So gently I offer my hand and ask,
Let me find my talk
So I can teach you about me.
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Redeeming My Life
By Alden Solovy

A part of me
Refuses to forgive
Myself
For my errors, my mistakes,
My oversights and misdeeds.
How can I redeem my life from within
This place of judgment,
Of harsh words and
Somber requirement?
G-d of Old,
G-d of justice and truth,
Teach me to restore my life
Through acts of love and kindness,
Thoughtfulness and care,
In support of myFamily and community.
Teach me to surrender my days
To the joy of service to others,
The joy of concern for this world
And generations to come.
Heavenly Guide,
Revive me with Your light,
Restore me with Your truth,
Refresh me with deeds
Of righteousness and charity.
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Bringing into
the Light:
Yom Kippur
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"And since you know you cannot see yourself,
so well as by reflection, I, your glass,
will modestly discover to yourself,
that of yourself which you yet know not of."
- William Shakespeare, Julius Caesar

“The time will come when diligent research over long
periods will bring to light things which now lie hidden. A
single lifetime, even though entirely devoted to the sky,
would not be enough for the investigation of so vast a
subject... And so this knowledge will be unfolded only
through long successive ages. There will come a time
when our descendants will be amazed that we did not
know things that are so plain to them... Many discoveries
are reserved for ages still to come, when memory of us
will have been effaced.”

- Seneca, Natural Questions
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"We are all one and if we don't know, we will learn it
the hard way."
"When an individual is protesting society's refusal to
acknowledge [their] dignity as a human
being, [their] very act of protest confers dignity on
[them]."
- Bayard Rustin, advisor to MLK Jr.
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Black Men and Public Space
By Brent Staples

The following essay originally appeared in Ms. Magazine in 1986, under the title, “Just Walk on By.”
Staples revised it slightly for publication in Harper’s a year later under the present title.
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“There is an illusion about America, a myth about America to
which we are clinging which has nothing to do with the lives we
lead and I don't believe that anybody in this country who has
really thought about it or really almost anybody who has been
brought up against it--and almost all of us have one way or
another--this collision between one's image of oneself and what
one actually is is always very painful and there are two things
you can do about it, you can meet the collision head-on and try
and become what you really are or you can retreat and try to
remain what you thought you were, which is a fantasy, in which
you will certainly perish.”

- James Baldwin, Nobody Knows my Name

"History isn't something you look back at and say it was
inevitable, it happens because people make decisions that are
sometimes very impulsive and of the moment, but those moments
are cumulative realities."

- Marsha P. Johnson, activist
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Days of Awe, Days of Awe(some)
By Noach Dzmura
October 3, 2008/4 Elul 5768
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Presence

By Marcia Falk

We are slaves because freedom means more than broken
chains. Where there is poverty, and hunger, and homelessness,
there is no freedom; where there is prejudice, and bigotry, and
discrimination, there is no freedom; where there is violence and
torture and war, there is no freedom. And where each of us is
less than he or she might be, we are not free, not yet.
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Seeing with the Heart
By Marcia Falk
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“...As the twilight falls on Erev Rosh Hashanah, it is a most
appropriate time to consider what happens in in-between places.
Jewish tradition has a unique relationship with twilight: that
ethereal moment in every day when dark and light meet. Our
rabbis believed that twilight held great and unique power. They
desired to understand when day ended and night began -which
was which, and what to call it. But ultimately, many of them
acknowledged that they could not draw a simple line between
one and the other. Places in the middle are not places to rush
through. They are places to be sanctified.
And what about people in the middle? Our tradition knows middle
time and middle space - how does it treat human beings who do
not fall neatly into a gender category? Yes, our rabbis of ancient
times knew that humanity did not fit into two boxes. Just as day
and night cannot be clearly divided into two, according to some
of our most ancient texts, neither can people. In approximately
100 C.E., it was written in the Mishna: there are people who "are
in some ways like men, and in some ways like women, and in
some ways like both men and women, and in some ways like
neither men nor women." Twilight cannot be defined; it can only
be sanctified and appreciated. People can't always be defined;
they can only be seen and respected, and their lives made holy.
Tonight, at the twilight of twilightsthis is the time to imagine.
Let us take this opportunity to open ourselves to possibilities in
the middle that we may never have thought about, or never
believed we would live to see. This is the time to throw out last
year's fears; to question all the little boxes that tell us what, or
where, or who we're "supposed" to be; to reconsider whatever
categories prevent us from exploring or becoming our full
authentic selves. This is the time to envision the change we
might begin in our own life and in our own soul during the Days
of Awe.
- Rabbi Reuben Zellman
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Self-Reflection Questions

- National Association of School Psychologists (NASP)

"The eye only sees what the mind is prepared
to comprehend."
- Robertson Davies, Tempest-Tost
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When I was a child and we had to fill out a form with checkboxes for race, I always left it blank or, if there was an option,
checked the "other" box. I didn't see myself as white/Caucasian.
I was Jewish, and growing up in a small town in New Mexico,
that made me other. I have been saddened to learn over the
years that the community that has provided me and my family
with a sense of safety has not done so for many Jews of color.
We have work to do as an Ashkenazi-dominant, white-dominant
Jewish community. During an anti-racism training for members
of the Reconstructionist Rabbinical Association a few years ago,
I came to an understanding that it's important to see myself as
"white" from the perspective of having white privilege. The
culture of the United States, the Goldene Medine to which my
great-grandparents and grandparents fled for a better life,
divides people into "white" and "not-white." Sometime after
World War II, my Jewish family became white and has benefited
from many opportunities that are more accessible to white
people, such as home ownership, education, quality medical
care, even access to nature, fresh air and clean water. I live as
a white American and thus benefit from many privileges that the
people of color in my life often do not share. One chilling
example is that I do not have the same level of concern about
my son being arrested or shot while walking down the street.
Racism is so painful. We live in a world that is deeply unjust.

- Rabbi Malkah Binah Klein
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"Such is the limitation of the mind that it can never see
three sides of a building at the same time."
- Abraham Joshua Heschel
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Imagine we are beautiful babies; we are without bias because we
have not learned any biases yet. Now, imagine that we are babies
out in the rain and getting wet (don't ask why a baby is in the rain
but just go with me). Also, imagine that the rain is made up of all
of the biases that we learn about different groups in our society.
That rain is racism, homophobia, sexism, anti-Semitism, and so
on. As we grow up, we continue to get rained on and learn untrue
stories based on stereotypes about black people, people of color,
and other marginalized groups. The messages that the rain
conveys tell us that...being white, straight, and Christian is
normative.
Hopefully, as we grow up, we will notice and realize at some
point that we are soaked from the rain. We will try to unlearn all
the biases we were taught. We don't want to be racist; we don't
want to contribute to a racist system and want everyone to be
treated equally. So we dry off. The problem is that the rain
returns over and over again, and we will have to continue to dry
off. That is racism. Racism keeps coming back, and we have to
continue to work hard to unlearn what we have been taught about
black people in our society. We all suffer from the ills of racism
because we are all a product of a system designed to privilege
one group of people over another, and we can choose to be racist
or antiracist.

- Rabbi Sandra Lawson

"We have to do it because we can no longer stay invisible. We
should not be ashamed of who we are. We have to show the world
that we are numerous. There are many of us out there."

- Sylvia Rivera, activist
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There are stars whose radiance is visible on earth
though they have long been extinct.
There are people whose brilliance continues to light
the world even though they are no longer among
the living...

-Hanna Senesh, These Are Stars

Normal

By Glenn Dizon
if the arc
of this story
is to return to normal
and throw this moment
onto the bonfires of history
to reduce the pain and suffering
to smoke and ash
then we have lost
the opportunity
to illuminate
for all future generations
that normal
may just be
the arc of complacency
that brought
us here
in the first place
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"We must be open to the remote in order to
perceive the near."
- Abraham Joshua Heschel

place/Space

By Devon Spier

i am changing
the hard place
said to the rock
and the narrowness
crept and wept
between them
until all you could
smell and see
for miles
as a red heart
pumping sea
were cascades of cherry blossoms
there are spaces
we don’t know about
until we know
we don’t know
we have them
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The sound of the shofar breaks us open, and shows us where we
need to process and heal. Moving through a set of Shofar blasts
that includes all the different sounds of the shofar, this
meditation brings us through the process of Teshuvah, of
Return, focusing on difference and unity.
Tekiah: The first sound of the shofar blasts us from our
complacency. We thought we were all united, unified,
undistinguished.That first, single note breaks down our illusions. We
are not whole like that one piercing note is whole. We know that we
are separate, broken-apart from each other.
Shvarim-Teruah: We stutter, tremble. Now I see that I am different,
distinguishable, separate. Am I less-than you? Am I alone here? How
bad is the damage between us?
Tekiah: We grasp for the imagined unity. One note, one people. We
hope, we aim for acceptance.
Tekiah: I reach out to you. Do you see me? The note pierces,
crescendoes, and then stops.
Shevarim: Another look. Three separate notes ring out. We are so
different. Cut off from each other- me from you from her. I see how
different you are from me: skin, hair, clothes...Even our upbringings
aren't as similar as we had thought. How can I talk to you? How can
you understand me?
Tekiah: I am heartbroken. I reach out to God. Perhaps God will
accept me as I am.
Tekiah: In this world where I cannot truly see you, my friend, you,
the person sitting next to me in the pew, you, my neighbor, how can
I reach out? How can I understand? My soul cries out for connection.
Truah: We are so broken-apart, perhaps there is no hope. The more
I look, the smaller the pieces seem to be. They are so small, they
string together like beads on a string. How can I find that string that
will bring us together?
Tekiah Gedolah: The Kotzker Rebbe taught that "There is nothing
so whole as a broken heart." Having seen how broken apart we are
from each other, we can now begin to heal, to return to the
wholeness that was once only imagined- and to make it real. The
shofar breaks us apart, and then brings us back together- together
with ourselves, together with God, and finally, in acceptance,
together with each other.
- Maya Resnikoff
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White Privilege:
Unpacking the Invisible Knapsack
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Yizkor
&
Ne'ilah
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"All things grow with time - except grief."

-Yiddish folk saying

Enduring

By Marcia Falk

"Death ends a life, not a relationship."

- Jack Lemmon
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In Many Houses
Author Unknown

In many houses
all at once
I see my mother and father
and they are young
as they walk in,
Why should my
tears come,
to see them laughing?

Kaddish Beauty of the World
By Marcia Falk

That they cannot
see me
is of no matter;
I was once
their dream;
now they are mine.
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Life After Death
By Laura Gilpin

These things I know
How the living go on living
and how the dead go on living with them
So that in a forest
even a dead tree casts a shadow
and leaves fall one by one
and the branches break in the wind
and the bark peels off slowly
and the trunk cracks
and the rain seeps in through the cracks
and the trunk falls to the ground
and the moss covers it
and in the spring the rabbits find it
and build their nest
inside the dead tree
so that nothing is wasted in nature
or in love

Nothing

By Marcia Falk
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Sadness

By Marcia Falk
Sadness: the guest that comes unbidden and leaves in its
own time. Its guises take many shapes and colors: grief's
midnight indigo, sorrow's predawn gray. The searing red
of sudden separation. And sometimes it is a colorless
thing that visits for no apparent reason, quietly
inhabiting one's cells, unremarkable as breathing.
At such times, relief may be sought in the world's large
and small beauties: light shifting in the sky as the sun
burns an opening in the clouds; jays calling to one
another across a maze of high branches; the smell of rain
on cut grass; narcissus in first bloom. Wind on your
limbs as you walk the open field, kindness on a stranger's
face as you pass her on the street.
As the self can be a refuge when you're world-weary, so
the world can revive you when you are weary of yourself.
Step putside, let the world comfort you.

"There is no feeling heart in this world that is not broken."
- Rabbi David J. Wolpe
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Ne'ilah Reading
Coda: Open Gate
By Marcia Falk

The arc of evening
slowly rising,
the sun's blue shadows
washed away,
the gate still open
as three stars
pierce the sky In the corridor
where night
bares its maze
we begin
to begin again.
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